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The TeamHello from the editor

Hello again and welcome to another edition of your exclusive 
Flavourly magazine. This month, we’re taking you on a journey 
to Virginia, one of the United States’ burgeoning hubs of craft 
creativity.

First up, we’re going to Hardywood Park Craft Brewery who’ve 
been named Virginia’s best brewery three years in a row. Read all 
about them and what it means to “brew with purpose” on page 
14.

After that it’s across to Port City Brewing Co. - home of the one-
and-only HopZooka! Read  our exclusive inteview on page 18.

In gin, it’s back home to introduce you to another fine spirit being 
produced in the Scottish Highlands. You can read up on Granite 
North on page 26.

Plus, we’re mixing up some cracking cocktails (and one pretty 
weird one!) on pages 30 and 31.

As always, your thoughts and feedback on the magazine are 
welcomed. Now, I’ll leave you to get stuck in. 

Please enjoy Issue Twenty of the Flavourly Magazine.

Cheers!

Kevin O’Donnell

Kevin O’Donnell, Editor
Writer, beer geek and self-
confessed crazy cat man. When 
not drinking beer, can be found 
playing Spider-Man on PS4.

Hannah Gunn, Editor
Journalist, gin enthusiast, avid 
TripAdvisor reviewer and, perhaps 
most importantly, Peep Show 
superfan.

Welcome
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Honourable mentions

Every month, we pick the best photos shared online with the hashtag #DrinkDifferent and 
showcase them right here in the Flavourly magazine with a prize for the best of the bunch!

/FLAVOURLY     @FLAVOURLY     @FLAVOURLYHQ

Steve Benner on Twitter

#DRINKDIFFERENT

@flaretheranger 

Winner

beverley_km on Instagram @the_beerliever on Instagram

Congratulations!

10/10 for this beautiful gun dog who 

helped Mark Wilcox retrieve his ‘Wild’ 

prey!

Congrats and please enjoy

£20 to spend on our bottleshop!

Email support@flavourly.com to 

claim your prize!
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Each month, Flavourly’s resident beer geeks scour 
the globe for the most delicious craft beers that the 
brewing world has to offer and delivers them right 
to our community members’ front doors. Here’s 
what they found...
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VIPA is Hardywood’s take on a 
Virginia India Pale Ale, or as  they 
call it, Virgindia Pale Ale. This 
refereshing beer offers alluring 
tropical aromatics, a delicate body 
and a juicy finish. Satisfying and 
flavoursome, for cool winter nights.

Smooth and silky. Pours a dark 
mahogany with a firm cap of tan 
foam. The complex bill of malts 
imparts bittersweet chocolate and 
coffee notes and depth. This porter 
remains robust but maintains a 
light character.

ROBUST PORTER - PORT CITY BREWING
7.2% ABV, PORTER

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CELLAR (10 - 12°C)

Bold, resinous and bursting with 
bright grapefruit aroma, this IPA 
is a tribute to the decades of hard 
work by conservationists to restore 
Virginia’s James River. The name 
refers to the return of the Atlantic 
Sturgeon fish, to the river.

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

THE GREAT RETURN - HARDYWOOD PARK
7.5% ABV, IPA

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7 - 10°C)

SINGEL - HARDYWOOD PARK
6.2% ABV,  BLONDE ALE

Crisp, clean and incomparably 
quaffable, Hardywood Pils sparkles 
a brilliant shade of gold with a 
rich, cloud-white head. A beer that 
refreshes the palate and satiates 
the soul. This classic pilsner is a 
lager in its purest form.

SERVING TEMPERATURE: COLD (4 - 7°C)

PILS - HARDYWOOD PARK
5.2% ABV, PILSNER

When something is optimal, it has 
everything it needs and nothing 
it doesn’t. Optimal has the perfect 
amount of spices, wheat, and hops 
making it crisp and citrusy with 
layers of flavour that evolve in the 
glass. Tastes like happiness!

SERVING TEMPERATURE: COLD (4 - 7°C)

OPTIMAL WIT - PORT CITY BREWING
4.9% ABV, BELGIAN STYLE WHITE ALE

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7 - 10°C)

VIPA- HARDYWOOD PARK
5.2% ABV, VIRGINDIA PALE ALE

Unfiltered and unpasteurised, 
Hardywood Singel is sunshine 
golden with a fluffy white head and 
a veil of Belgian ale yeast. A delicate 
body ushers tropical fruit esters 
into perfect balance with spicy hop 
aromatics. 

Breathe deep: Integral IPA is all 
about big, complex aromas, coaxed 
from some of your favourite  
American hops. A refined, dry body 
serves as the canvas for layers of 
hop character – think overripe 
pineapple, guava, and melon.

INTEGRAL IPA - PORT CITY BREWING
7.0% ABV, IPA

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7 - 10°C)

Bright aromas of summer stone 
fruits will leap from your glass of 
deeply golden Essential Pale Ale. 
The first sip is firmly bitter and is 
carried along by subtle sweetness. 
Peach and apricot flavours set it 
apart from its pale ale peers.

ESSENTIAL PALE ALE - PORT CITY BREWING
5.5% ABV, PALE ALE

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7 - 10°C)
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Pours opaque black with a brown 
foam. The nose is of malt, rich 
caramel, chocolate and coffee, 
leading into a taste that’s full 
bodied and velvety smooth with an 
abundance of roasted malt flavour 
and just a touch of sweetness.

Named after the famous Edinbugh 
Cathedral, St Giles is a Scotch Ale 
through and through. Made with 
traditional Scottish malts and 
cascade hops for a wonderfully full 
bodied, richly moreish, coffee and 
chocolate flavour.

ST GILES - STEWART BREWING
5.0% ABV,  SCOTCH ALE

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CELLAR (10 - 13°C)

CAULD REEKIE - STEWART BREWING
6.2% ABV,  STOUT

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CELLAR (10 - 13°C)

Sometimes all you want is a great 
beer. And that’s exactly what GFB is. 
This blonde ale is light, refreshing 
and crushable. Hints of honey and 
orange peel are complemented 
by a refeshingly mellow malt 
character. 

GFB - GREEN FLASH BREWING
4.8% ABV, BLONDE ALE

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7 - 10°C)

A nose of fresh pine and tropical 
fruit aromas from bucket-loads of 
Australian hops, as well as some 
roasted malt in the background. 
Medium-bodied with a well-
balanced bitterness, which gives 
way to soft roasted coffee flavours

BLACK IPA - STEWART BREWING
5.0% ABV, BLACK IPA

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7 - 10°C)

WEST COAST IPA - GREEN FLASH
8.1% ABV, WEST COAST IPA

When Greenflash embarked on an 
expedition to brew the benchmark 
West Coast IPA, they ventured into 
the unknown and struck gold.
Tropical and grapefruit zest are 
complemented by pine notes and 
floral aromas.

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7 - 10°C)

A clean, sprightly nose of 
lemon and grains gives way to 
a flavoursome palate of biscuity 
malt, grapefruit and stone fruits. 
Big Hug chose to leave this beer 
unpasteurised, giving its flavour 
notes the chance to shine. 

HIBERNATION - BIG HUG BREWING
5.2% ABV, WHITE IPA

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7 - 10°C)

Remix IPA is kickin’ it old school, 
using a mash-up of classic hops 
and fresh techniques. A bold aroma 
with bright riffs of dank pine and 
citrus balanced by soft malts. This 
solid gold hit is a crisp crowd-
pleaser.

REMIX IPA - GREEN FLASH
4.5% ABV, IPA

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7 - 10°C)

Dark in colour but fresh and fruity 
on the palate, Spey’s Hopper is 
bouncing full of flavour - hopped 
early, late and dry to leave you with 
a big hoppy smile! Bronze winner in 
two categories at the SIBA Scotland 
Awards 2018.

SPEY’S HOPPER - SPEY VALLEY BRWERY
5.0% ABV, BLACK IPA

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7 - 10°C)
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This American-style stout is a mash-
up of a variety of great flavours. 
First, you have the bold, roasted 
malt character indicative of a stout 
followed with surprisingly powerful 
citrus hops aromas. It’s different but 
we like it!

TOMAHAWK STOUT - MORDUE
5.5% ABV, STOUT

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED  (7- 10°C)

An all new and exciting NEIPA 
and another one from Mordue’s 
experimental arm, the Panda Frog 
Project. Crouching Panda Hidden 
Frog is a real thrill ride - a plush 
rollercoaster of soft, tropical piney 
hops over a soft malt backbone.

CROUCHING PANDA HIDDEN FROG - MORDUE
6.0% ABV, NEW ENGLAND IPA

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED  (7- 10°C)

Coffee is added to this dark, rich 
and sweet stout during the ageing 
process for a huge hit of espresso 
that works ever-so-beautifully with 
its flavours of milk chocolate and 
black treacle. Better than your iced 
skinny mocha latte nonsense.

STOUT KEITH - KEITH BREWERY
5.0% ABV, COFFEE STOUT

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED  (7- 10°C)

This German-style rauchbier gets 
it unique and distinctive smoked 
flavours from smoked malted 
barley. An unusual beer style that 
is it at is best when paired with 
food. Think American BBQ or meat 
dishes.

SMOKE KEITH? - KEITH BREWERY
4.0% ABV, RAUCHBIER

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED  (7- 10°C)

Evil by name but virtuous by 
flavour. The taste is dominated 
by stunning roasted malts with a 
light smoke and black liquorice 
somewhere in the background. A 
massive hop bitterness rounds out 
this incredible beer.

THE EVIL - NØRREBRO BRYGHUS
10.0% ABV, PORTER

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CELLAR (10-13 °C)

SJOKOLADE & KIRSEBAER - AUSTMANN 
7.5 % ABV, PORTER

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CELLAR (10- 13°C)

A six malt wonder blessed with 
an aroma of jam, pine and brown 
bread. Rounded out with delicious 
flavours of rye, caramel and 
spiced orange. Pour into a glass to 
appreciate the deep red tinge that 
almost looks like a boiled sweet.

HIMALAYAN - BIG HUG BREWING
5.0% ABV, RED RYE ALE

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7 - 10°C)

This chocolate and cherry porter 
is brewed in conjunction with 
Trondheim’s Cielo Chocolate 
Factory. Real cherries are added to 
give you a beer that’s oozing with 
rich, fruity flavours and irresistible 
chocolate notes.
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As a ‘hobo’ brewery, with no home of their own, London-based Big Hug 
is modelled on being socially conscious. Their mission is to make beer for 
everyone and have a positive impact. With a particular focus on homelessness, 
they run ‘hugs4snugs’ events in collaboration with local homeless charities – 
offering free beer to those who make donations like sleeping bags and clothing. 

BIG HUG BREWING   ENGLAND 

Mike and Lisa Hinkley established Green Flash, in San Diego, 2002. Today, 
they lead a talented team of craft beer enthusiasts. After releasing the game 
changing West Coast IPA, their beers developed a loyal following of craft beer 
lovers.  They remain committed to consistently producing experimental, limited-
edition and seasonal beers in addition to a solid line-up of long-time favourites.

GREEN FLASH BREWING  USA

Port City is the revival of the Robert Portner Brewing Company which 
operated in Alexandria, Virginia, from 1866 until prohibition in 1915. The 
brewery aims to celebrate the city’s rich brewing history, in a modern artisanal 
brewery, just outside Washington DC. The brewery opened in January 2011 with 
the aim of bringing much-needed choices of great-tasting craft beer to the area.

PORT CITY BREWING  USA

Hardywood Park Craft Brewery came about as the result of a childhood 
friendship between co-founders, Eric McKay and Patrick Murtaugh, a 

companionship which developed over decades into a shared passion for 
craft beer, but it was one well-timed meet-up at a sheep station in Australia, 

which brought their passion for homebrewing and craft beer culture into sharp 
focus. It was there, at Hardywood Park, where they shared their first glass of full-

flavored home-brewed beer. That day inspired years of hard work and planning. 
The brewery officially began its mission to brew with purpose in late 2011 as one 

of only two craft breweries in the city of Richmond. Today, it continues to develop 
and deliver on that mission with a spotlight on brewing quality, sourcing local, 

environmental stewardship, community engagement, and giving back.

 HARDYWOOD PARK  USA

Before making their way to your doorstep, the delicious craft beers in your Flavourly box are lovingly 
created by some of the best brewers in the world. Meet our latest partners in beer.
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Founded in 2004 by Steve and Jo Stewart, Stewart Brewing is Edinburgh’s 
local independent brewery. Over the years they have continued to innovate 
and develop whilst upholding the traditional ethos of Edinburgh’s rich brewing 
history.  The brewery is based on three basic principles: produce beers of the 
highest quality possible, provide an exceptional service and have fun doing it.

STEWART BREWING  SCOTLAND

Spey Valley Brewery was the first commercial “micro” brewery to be located 
in the heart of Speyside, creating the finest hand-crafted beers from the same 
water as Speyside’s world-renowned malt whiskies. The company was founded 
in 2007 by a distiller, David MacDonald, and a local farmer, Innes MacPherson, who 
set out to produce world-class beers on the farm in Mulben. 

SPEY VALLEY SCOTLAND

Panda Frog Project is Mordue Brewery’s experimental arm. Created by the 
head brewer Robert Millichamp, coupled with the occasional rationality of the 
Fawson Brothers. Affectionately referred to as the historic brewery’s ‘dark side,’ 
the perfect juxtaposition to Mordue’s award-winning core range, allowing them to 
let their hair down a little bit.

MORDUE/PANDA FROG PROJECT   ENGLAND

The Trondheim region of Norway is where you’ll find Austmann brewery, 
pioneers of Norwegian craft beer and inspiring curiosity in their drinkers. 
Following in the footsteps of their Aust Men ancestors, they aim to capture the 
spirit of sailing off into the unknown and daring to find adventure. They strive to 
create handcrafted quality beers that are made with passion.

AUSTMANN BRYGGERI  NORWAY 

Nørrebro Bryghus opened in 2003 and since then have brewed over 200 
different beers. Their goal is to create a varied range of beers so that there’s 
one for everyone, aiming to be the best beer in Denmark. Character is key 
to their philosophy so they take great care to select their ingredients, with an 
emphasis on the malt, hops, water and yeast in particular for the best quality results. 

NØRREBRO BRYGHUS  DENMARK

A small brewery based in its namesake town in Scotland, Keith Brewery 
proudly proclaims that, above all else, their passion is for beer. Working out 
of their purpose-built brewery that turns rain, passion and loads of eclectic 
ingredients into great beer, Keith also commits to saving kittens – though they 
haven’t actually done any of that yet.

KEITH BREWERY  SCOTLAND
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WORDS: Kevin O’Donnell

Hardywood Park Craft 
Brewery is the product 
of a vision, a lot of 

hard work, a touch of 
chance and childhood 
friendship. Founders 
Eric McKay and 
Patrick Murtagh 
were introduced 
through their 
respective parents’ 
friendship. Their 
families would go on 
holiday together and quickly 
the pair forged a strong bond. 

 Many years later, a well-timed 
meet up at a sheep station in 

Australia brought their 
passion for homebrewing 

and craft beer culture 
to the forefront of 
their relationship. It 
was there, at a place 
called Hardywood 
Park, that they shared 

their first glass of 
home-brewed beer. 

 That moment was the 
catalyst for ten years of hard 

work and planning – Eric on the 

HARDYWOOD
BREW WITH PURPOSE

In conversation with 
Hardywood Park, on 

the importance of great 
beer, the enviroment 

and community.

Richard Miller, VP of Sales & M
arketing
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business side 
and Patrick on 
the brewing 
side – that made 
their shared 
dream a reality; 
Hardywood Park 
Craft Brewery 
officially began 
its mission to 
‘brew with 
purpose’ in late 
2011, one of 
only two craft 
breweries in 
Richmond at the 
time. 
 In less than 
seven years, Hardywood Park 
has gone from their original 
brewhouse and taproom (forged 
in a vacant warehouse in a 
long-forgotten neighbourhood 
known nearly a century prior 
as Richmond’s German Brewing 
District) to now 
operating a 20-barrel 
brewhouse and 
taproom in the 
original location, 
a 3.5-barrel pilot brewery and 
taproom in Charlotteville and a 
massive 60-barrel destination 
brewery in the West Creek area of 
Richmond. 
 Today, Hardywood continues to 
develop and deliver on its mission 
to ‘brew with purpose’ which, 
as Vice President of Sales and 
Marketing Richard Miller tells us, is 
about so much more than beer. 
 “Brew with purpose is what 
we live by,” Miller explains. “It’s 
not just about making great 
beer. With every beer we make, 
everything we do, we want it to 

be purposeful. We specifically 
apply the motto of “brew with 
purpose” to five components of 
our business: brewing quality, 
sourcing locally, environmental 
stewardship, community 
engagement, and giving back.”
 Though Hardywood Park looks 

to make an impact on more 
than just the craft beer scene 
in their local community, their 
commitment to making great beer 
is evident from your very first sip 
of one of their beers. 
 “We aim to make beers that 
appeal,” Miller says. “Whether that 
is to individuals desiring the most 
innovative of styles or a broader 
audience who simply wants a 
better lager. We want our brewers 
to continuously be striving to 
make amazing new beers while 
also knowing our customers 
ultimately want reliability, 

consistency, and quality from the 
core range of our flagship, Roots 
Series and barrel-aged beers.”
 This quest for quality, 
drinkability and innovation 
has seen Hardywood go down 
a different route than many 
of their American craft beer 

contemporaries; 
their core range is a 
perfect illustration 
of this fact. As Miller 
explains: 

 “We purposely did not want to 
have a hoppy, IPA-heavy portfolio. 
We brew some great hoppy IPAs, 
Great Return is an example, but 
we wanted to offer a range of 
different beers as our flagships, all 
brewed exceptionally to style.
 “Singel was our first flagship 
and is still our bestseller in 
Richmond. We felt – still feel – 
there is an under-served market 
for great Belgian style beers that 
are not too high in alcohol. We 
brewed this as a tribute to the 
monks who brew amazing beers 
but then typically brew a dialled-
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down, less boozy, balanced and 
tasty, high quality beer. Hence the 
name Singel.
 “A classically brewed German 
style pilsner, Pils is among the top 
rated in its style, for which we are 
extremely proud. With Pils, we 
wanted to create a top-class beer 
in the style, celebrating the three 
generations of master brewers in 
the Murtaugh family, all of whom 
studied at the acclaimed Siebel 
Institute in Chicago, with our 
Brewmaster Patrick subsequently 
studying at Doemens in Munich.
 “VIPA has quickly become a 
favourite in the UK. It’s “session-
able” but also not too hoppy an 
IPA, which we think resonates well 
with UK drinkers. VIPA is brewed 
using a Virginia-grown cascade-
derivative hop which provides 
a mild floral aroma, and also 
includes malts that are sourced 
locally. The beer is well-balanced 
and gaining a growing fanbase in 
the UK.”

 As Miller mentioned, they do 
make some great, big, hop-heavy 
IPAs alongside their innovative, 
balanced core range. One such 
beer is the Great Return, a 
stunning 7.5% West Coast style IPA 
in a beautiful, generous tall can. 
Not only is the beer a phenomenal 
sample of the brewing prowess 
at Hardywood Park but a shining 
example of their commitments to 
environmental stewardship and 
giving back to the community. 
 “The Great Return celebrates 

the return of Atlantic sturgeon 
to the James River – which runs 
through downtown Richmond 
and supplies 60% of Virginians 
and Hardywood’s breweries with 
their water supply,” says Miller. 
“Industrial pollution had led to the 
feared extinction of the Atlantic 
sturgeon, which used to swim up 
close to Richmond. Thanks to the 
amazing work of the James River 
Association, to whom proceeds of 
all Great Return sales are made, 
the river today is far healthier 
and the sturgeon is now back and 
thriving.”
 While Hardywood are proud to 
lead with amazing initiatives such 
as the Great Return, they must be 
equally as proud of the impact 
they’re having on the Virginian 
craft beer scene. Since becoming 
the second distribution brewery in 
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the Richmond area, there are now 
more than 30 breweries in the city 
alone and over 250 breweries in 
Virginia. 
 Miller tells us: “In this 
environment, we are proud to 
have been named Virginia’s best 
brewery three years in a row, 
during a time where the number – 
but also quality of breweries – has 
been soaring.” 
 Now, with their flag firmly 
planted in Virginia’s craft scene, 
Hardywood Park turns its 
attention to beer drinkers across 
the pond, right here in the UK. 
 “We are thrilled with the 
response that our beers have 

received outside of Virginia,” 
Millers says. “And we are thrilled 
our beers are available via 
Flavourly, which we hope will help 
allow more people across the UK 
to enjoy Hardywood beers. Thank 
you!”
 “We’d also really like to hear 
back from Flavourly customers; 
please tell us what you think, 
tell us what you think we should 
do more in the UK, how we can 
further enhance the drinking 
experience. Thanks so much for 
the support, and please let us 
know when you are headed to 
Richmond!”
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Firstly, how did Port City get its start? 
What inspired you to start brewing 
great beer?
Our founders Bill and Karen Butcher got 
a taste for high quality beer through Bill’s 
work in fine wine sales for a California 
winery.  At that time, craft beer was 
a major force on the west coast, but 
Bill’s hometown of Alexandria, Virginia 
and the larger D.C. region didn’t have a 
packaging brewery, making it the only 
major Metro area in the U.S. without one.  
So they set about forming a company 
that would bring world class beer to our 
region.  They brought on head brewer 
Jonathan Reeves (already the winner 
of several Great American Beer Festival 
awards), invested in the highest quality 
equipment and ingredients, and opened 
the doors in February 2011.  Since then, 
our goal has been to make high quality, 
true-to-style beers that celebrate their 
raw ingredients.

All of your beers are unfiltered (and 
taste great because of it) – what can 
you tell us about this decision?
We initially filtered our beer when we 
opened. After about six months, we felt 
that all the filter was doing was stripping 
off the flavor and body from our beers.  
Our beer was so clean coming out of 
fermentation, that filtration wasn’t 
necessary. We have since gotten rid of 
our filter and are much happier with 
unfiltered beer.  We’re proud that our 
beer is a natural, living product that 
respects brewing tradition.

Port City has a secret weapon called 
the Hopzooka – what on earth is it and 
what does it do?
The Hopzooka® is a patented piece 
of technology that our head brewer 
Jonathan Reeves developed to introduce 
hops to our fermenters without 
introducing oxygen.  At many breweries 
our size, dry hopping is achieved by 
opening up the fermenter and dumping 

in a bucket of hops, resulting 
in high oxygen pickup that can lead 
to shorter shelf life and off flavors.  To 
circumvent that, Reeves created a 
pressurized vessel that introduces hops 
anaerobically: oxygen is flushed from 
the Hopzooka with CO2, hop pellets 
are added, the tank is pressurized with 
more CO2, and the hops are shot up 
the vent arm into a fermenting batch 
of beer. As a result, we are picking up 

virtually zero oxygen when dry hopping. 
The Hopzooka is an innovative quality 
improvement that makes our hoppy 
beers taste better longer.  In April 2016, 
we received U.S. Patent No. 9,303,241 for 
the technology.  

What’s the beer scene like in Virginia? 
Are there many craft breweries and 
good beer bars?
Virginia’s craft beer scene is growing by 
leaps and bounds.  When we opened a 
mere seven and a half years ago, we were 
the first packaging brewery in the Metro 
DC area; today, Virginia is home to over 
250 craft breweries and that number 
continues to grow.  There’s no shortage 
of great local beers and fantastic bars at 
which to drink them, so we all have to 
continue improving our quality to stay 
relevant.

And finally, what would you like to tell 
the Flavourly community about Port 
City Brewing Co. and its beers?
Our top concern is making the highest 
quality, best-tasting beer we can.  Every 
penny that we invest in our people, our 
equipment, and our ingredients is aimed 
at making our beer that much better.  
We have been recognized for our quality 
nationally by being named the Small 
Brewing Company of the Year at the 
2015 Great American Beer Festival. We 
are a small business with deep roots in 
our hometown, and our goal is to make 
beers that stack up with the best in the 
world.

Five Questions For
Port City Brewing Co.
Port City’s Manager of Marketing and Beer Strategy Chris Van Orden tells us all about their 
origins, their methods and their secret weapon - the Hopzooka!

INTERVIEW by Kevin O’Donnell
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PAIRINGS
PERFECT
AMERICAN STYLE

Welcome to Perfect Pairings, where we seek out the best 
partners for the beers in your Craft Beer Club box. This 
month, since we’re featuring some great brewers from 
across the pond, we’re taking a moment to reflect on the 
most American pairing of them all - beer and hot dogs.
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The Beer:  Go for Red Rye Ale from Big Hug Brewing. Its sweet aroma, palate and even its bright red hue will 
complement the sweet and sour flavours in your hot dog.

The Topping: Sticky caramelised onions and tangy coriander salsa will work in perfect harmony to really bring 
out the sweet flavour notes in the ale.

To Make It:  Throw on some caramelised onions, mix half a fresh red onion with some shredded coriander, two 
diced up red chillies, a drizzle of olive oil and a tsp of red wine vinegar, to make a salsa and pile it on top.

The Beer: We suggest the sprightly White IPA from Big Hug Brewing, its bright lemon flavour will cut 
through the  heaviness and spice of the chilli.

The Topping:  It’s everyone’s favourite – sloppy chilli con carne and melty cheddar cheese. The sharp, 
clean taste of Hibernation will do a brilliant job of cleansing your palate, so you can enjoy every bite.

To Make It: Use your favourite chilli con carne recipe, load it on to your hot dog and top with grated 
cheddar cheese.  Add a few jalapenos if you want more spice. Simple!

The Beer:  The rich and complex flavour profile of Port City’s Robust porter, with its  intense chocolatey notes 
and smooth texture, works well with strong blue cheese and sweet BBQ.

The Topping: Strong, creamy blue cheese with chives, for added texture, and sticky sweet barbeque sauce 
work wonders in enhancing the deep flavours in the porter.

To Make It: Crumble up a small amount of blue cheese, mix in some chopped up chives and finally, simply 
smother in barbeque sauce.

The Beer:  A fruity, crisp, pilsner – a great choice would be Pils by Hardywood–  it will cut through the heavy 
flavourings of prosciutto and pesto and cleanse your palate.

The Topping: An abundance of strong flavours – prosciutto ham, and strong parmesan along with smooth 
mozzarella and basil pesto.

To Make It: Place sliced mozzarella cheese and some  grated parmesan on top of your frankfurter, along with a 
few slices of good-quality prosciutto. Grill until the cheese begins to bubble. Remove and top with green pesto.

The Beer: For a slightly more unusual combination, take your taste buds on a tropical adventure. The crisp, 
citrus flavours in Port City’s Optimal Wit will perfectly complement a sweet and savoury combo.

The Topping: Flavoursome peppers and zingy pineapple and mango salsa will make the perfect tropical 
companion for this zesty beer.

To Make It: Finely dice pineapple, peppers and red onion, add a tablespoon of mango chutney and a pinch of 
salt and pepper. Mix and chuck them on your bun. Top with spicy hot jalapenos.

S W E E T  A N D  S O U R  D O G  +  R E D  R Y E  A L E

B B Q  C H E E S E  D O G  +  R O B U S T  P O R T E R

S P I C Y  H A W A I I A N  D O G  +  O P T I M A L  W I T

C H I L L I  D O G  +  W H I T E  I P A

P R O S C I U T T O  P E S T O  D O G  +  P I L S

1

2

3

Complement
Similar flavours in both the 
beer and the food equal  a 

complementary pairing. The 
sweet yet toasted flavours of a 
piece of seared steak with the 
roasty malts of a stout are a 

classic example.

Contrast
Taking two very different 

flavours and parirng them 
together, will create flavour 
sensations that are always 
interesting and very often 

pleasant! They do say 
opposites attract.

Clear
Carbonation, alcohol and 

bitterness come together to 
make beer a great palate 

cleanser. A good pilsner will cut 
through fat and draw out any 
saltiness in foods like smoked 

meat or cheese.

The Three C’s:
A quick guide to 

beer and food 
pairing



Each month, Flavourly’s team of top gin drinkers (we 
mean... “experts”) helps our community discover the 
best small batch craft gins from the most exciting micro-
distilleries in the country -  and beyond! Here’s what our 
community of gin lovers is sipping...

DISCOVERIES
GIN
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GRANITE 
NORTH
LONDON DRY GIN
Two years ago Sandy Matheson, a qualified 
engineer, decided that he wanted to create a new 
gin. He begin distilling on a tiny still in his kitchen 
and 85 distillations later, found the perfect recipe. 
The award-winning gin launched earlier his year.

Granite North Gin is distilled in small batches 
using water from its Cairngorm Mountain range 
home. With a rich contour of flavours capturing 
the essence of the rugged landscape, this gin will 
warm you up on cold winter nights and refresh 
on balmy summer days.

Tasting notes
Bright and fresh on the nose, reminiscent of 
forest floors. A luxurious creamy mouthfeel while 
delivering a clean and crisp palate and a warm, 
seasoned finish.

Known botanicals 
Grapefruit, lemon, bay leaf and grand fir needles.

Perfect serve
Double measure over ice in a high ball glass, with 
premium light tonic and a curl of grapefruit rind.
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VESPERIS
PICTISH GIN
Nestled amidst the rolling hills of rural 
Aberdeenshire, Blackford Craft Distillery Ltd 
is a family run, micro-distillery based out of 
a 19th century steading in Blackford, near 
Rothienorman.

The gin is inspired by the Picts and the heather 
meade which these ancient inhabitants once 
produced. As a family-run business, all members 
pitch in with every aspect of the distillation 
process - from hand selecting ingredients to 
labelling and waxing each bottle.

Tasting notes
Juniper forward, with sweetness from the honey, 
followed by spice, citrus and floral notes.  A long 
pine finish and a lovely lasting woody flavour. 

Known botanicals 
Aberdeenshire wild heather blossom and honey, 
coriander seeds, lemon peel and juniper.

Perfect serve
Mediterranean tonic with pomegranate seeds or 
aromatic tonic with pink grapefruit and basil.
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Gin Bothy was initially created as a way to use 
up the surplus fresh berry juice from founder 
Kim Cameron’s jam making business. Now, it 
is an entity all of its own. Based in the Angus 
Glens of Scotland, the distillery’s principal focus 
is on connecting with Scotland’s rural past 
whilst being sustainable for its future. 

Pine needles are sourced locally and rhubarb 
is grown in the Bothy Garden. As part of their 
sustainability pledge, Gin Bothy offer a discount 
to customers who return their finished bottles.

Tasting notes
Fresh and reflective of the inherent qualities of 
the sweet rhubarb which linger to the finish.

Known botanicals 
Heather, milk thistle, scots pine needles, and 
rosemary.

Perfect serve
Enjoy it neat – or with ginger ale, lemonade or 
Prosecco.

GIN BOTHY
RHUBARB GIN 
LIQUEUR 
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Taking its name from the rock so 
closely associated with the North 
East of Scotland, Granite North Gin 
is inspired by the rugged peaks and 
dense forests of the Highlands. It 
was developed with the mordern 
adventurer in mind.

We had the pleasure of speaking 
to Founder Sandy Matheson and 
Creative Director Kirsty Nisbet, 
to find out the whole story 
behind their, award-
winning new gin.
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The founder of Granite North 
gin, Sandy Matheson, is an 
adventurer in more than 
one sense of the word. 

A keen hillwalker, fully trained 
mechanical engineer and now the 
owner of a brand-new gin distillery 
in the Cairngorms. It’s clear that 
when Sandy sets his sights on a goal 
he is sure to see it through to the 
bitter end (or in the case of his gin, 
the very smooth end). 

It was in fact one of Sandy’s other 
intrepid pursuits that led him down 
the path to becoming a distiller – 
one bright morning as he embarked 
upon a several day long trek to 
climb one of Britain’s highest peaks, 
Braeriach, he found himself in the 
middle of a quiet pine forest:

“The smell of the pine was so 
amazing – it’s fresh and crisp and 
invigorating, the scent of the 
highlands,” Sandy explained to us 
over the phone.

“I wondered what that smell 
would taste like and that’s where the 
whole idea to create Granite North 
began.”

And begin it did. When he 
returned home to Aberdeen Sandy 
started his first ever distillation, 
using pine needles from the grand 
fir trees which he had encountered 
on his adventure, in a tiny 3-litre still 

in his kitchen.
From there he enlisted the help 

of Kirstie Nisbet as his Chief Taster 
because of her keen nose and 
ability to pick up tiny changes in 
flavour. Nearly two years - and 85 
painstaking distillations - later, they 
were ready to launch their first gin.

Kirstie, who is herself an 
emergency doctor, has since 
become a firm member of the 
Granite North team, as its Creative 
Director. 

Together the twosome have 
achieved some remarkable feats – 
since its launch in November of this 
year. Their unique pine-flavoured 
gin has won a two-star Great 
Taste Award and is a finalist in the 
Scottish Gin Awards’ London Dry Gin 
category. 

Sandy is also in the process of 
completely refurbishing a steading, 
deep in the heart of the Cairngorms, 
which is soon to become the 
permanent home of Granite North:

“I hadn’t done anything like this 
before,” he explained.

“I had refurbished my own house 
and helped with Kirstie’s. And as a 
mechanical engineer I’m not afraid 
of tools or getting my hands dirty 
but there’s a lot more to think about 
when it comes to a distillery – like 
structural support, so that the 
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building can actually cope with 
the weight of all the equipment as 
well as how things should look and 
where everything needs to go.”

And from these huge parts of 
the project, right down to the most 
minute details, Kirstie and Sandy 
are involved – going on regular 
expeditions in the forest to collect 
pine needles as well as individually 
labelling and numbering each bottle 
by hand. 

The thought of all this left us 
feeling perplexed as to how they 
manage to find enough hours in 
the day, so we asked Kirstie – who 
made it sound easy: “Working in 
emergency medicine, I’m used to 
high pressure environments and 
having to balance multiple spinning 
plates at the same time. 

“A lot of the skills are transferable 
to running a company, in particular 

a gin company, I’ve had to think on 
my feet, learn new skills (and learn 
them fast!)

“It can be tricky balancing 
both careers, so I have to be very 
organised and very strict with 
deadlines.”

We then asked Sandy the same 
thing - he reamained as bewildered 
as we were, “I ask myself the same 
question every day.” He laughed.

As if all of that isn’t enough Sandy, 
a self-confessed perfectionist, also 
uses an intensive distillation method 
and is meticulous in choosing 
the perfect cut points so that 
every bottle of Granite North is as 
delightful as the last:

“It’s so important not to be too 
greedy when choosing cut points. 

“I only ever use the middle portion 
of the distillation - not the beginning 
or the end – because that’s where 

you lose flavour and texture and 
while there are some really fantastic 
gins out there I think that this is 
what sets Granite North apart from 
the others, you won’t find another 
gin, with as fresh a flavour or that’s 
as creamy and smooth as this one.”

Sandy doesn’t plan to stop there 
either, now that he has perfected 
the recipe for Granite North and 
with the distillery well underway, he 
says there are likely to be new spirits 
and flavours on the horizon soon 
enough – but he’d rather keep them 
shrouded in mystery for the time 
being. 

Here at Flavourly, we’re excited to 
keep watching on as this dynamic 
duo strive to achieve even more, 
but for the moment, we’re content 
to keep sipping on their delightful 
Granite North gin.





Curious
Cocktails

This fungi cocktail isn’t for everyone – or perhaps it just takes some time to grow on you – but it’s one to try out if you’re 
looking for a savoury way to celebrate autumn’s arrival.

Mushroom for Another
Ingredients

• 25 ml tequila
• 25ml gin 
• 125 ml honey (organic, unrefined honey 
works best)
• 125 ml water
• 2 sprigs of rosemary
• 2 dried wild mushrooms (you can buy 
these in most supermarkets, try and find 
mushrooms that are native to Britain)
• 1 tsp sugar
• 1 tsp salt
• 50ml freshly squeezed lemon juice
 
Garnishes

1 dried wild mushroom
1 sprig of rosemary

.

The World’s Most Poisonous Mushrooms
For obvious reasons, we recommend  buying the mushrooms for your cocktail and leaving the foraging to experienced 

professionals but if you need some more convincing, these menacingly named ones should do the trick.

?
Method

• First, to make a honey infusion, add 
water and honey to a saucepan along with 
two of the mushrooms and the rosemary 
sprigs. Bring to the boil and then turn down 
the heat and simmer for a few minutes 
until the mushrooms have softened. 
Remove from the heat and allow to cool.
• Mix sugar and salt in a small bowl. Run 
a lemon wedge around the rim of the glass 
and then dip the glass in the mixture.
• Then, muddle 50 ml of the honey 
infusion along with the lemon juice in a 
shaker. Add tequila, gin and ice and shake 
until chilled.
• Finally, strain into a glass before 
garnishing with the remaining mushroom 
and the rosemary. Top up with some more 
strained honey mixture if required.

Mushroom and Rosemary Cocktail

Curious Cocktails

A single bite of this 
frightening foe can 
result in irreversible 

kidney damage which 
can be fatal if not 
treated quickly. 

Destroying Angel
Amanita Bisporigera 

The deadliest of all 
mushrooms. Causes 

total organ failure and 
was responsible of the 
death of Pope Clement 

VII, in 1534

death cap
Amanita Phalloides

Much like its equally 
terrifyingly named 

cousin, the death cap, 
this mushroom is out 
to get you - ingestion 
is lethal if untreated.

deadly dapperling
Lepiota Brunneoincarnata 



Granite North
Royale
Ingredients:

35ml Granite North Gin
15ml creme de cassis
10ml lemon juice
100ml prosecco or champagne

Method:

Pour all ingredients except 
bubbly into a shaker with ice. 
Shake hard for 10 seconds. 
Strain into a chilled flute glass 
and top up up with bubbly.

Vesperis Violet 
Martini
Ingredients:

50ml Vesperis Pictish Gin
25ml Blue Curacao
Pomegranate juice (to top up)

Method:

Pour Vesperis Pictish Gin and 
Blue Curacao into a cocktail 
shaker. Add ice and shake for 
10 seconds. Strain into a glass 
and top up with pomegranate 
juice.

Rhubarb
Collins
Ingredients:

35ml Gin Bothy Rhubarb
25g fennel, finely diced
40g ginger, finely diced
30ml lemon juice
Fresh rhubarb

Method:

Add all ingredients, except 
soda, to a shaker with ice. 
Shake until cold. Fill a glass 
with ice, strain mixture into 
the glass. Top up with soda 
and shards of fresh ginger 
and rhubarb.

MIX IT UP
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DRINKING
WHAT WE’RE

Flavourly.com is like a treasure trove for all the 
adventurous drinks discoverers out there, but it’s easy to 
be overwhelmed by the huge range. So, we thought we’d 
give you a nudge in the right direction by highlighting 
some of the newest, best and most exciting drinks on the 
bottleshop right now...



6. When in Rome Pinot Sauvignon
This vegan friendly white won Gold at 
the 2018 & 2017 Concours International 
Wine in Box Awards. Sip it with sushi, 
mildly spicy foods (Korma anyone?), 
soups and medium mature cheeses.

4. When in Rome Dolcetto Box
The word Dolcetto actually means ‘little 
sweet one’, though nobody quite knows 
why, since the wine is, in fact, dry. In any 
case, it makes a beautifully fresh wine 
ready for drinking soon after harvesting.

2. Mount Gay Black Barrel Rum
A toasty and richly warming rum with a 
range of deep spices including cinnamon 
and a touch of liquorice, softened with 
vanilla before finishing on a note which 
dances between sweetness and spice.

5. When in Rome Nero D’Avola
The bold, fruity flavour of  D’Avola is 
thanks to the black grape of Avola (not 
the band Black Grape, they were from 
Manchester), brought to Sicily by the 
Greeks many moons ago.

3. Lanson Black Label Brut
Lanson Black Label is a balanced 
combination of power and elegance, 
freshness and complexity. Expect spring 
fragrances as well as subtle accents of 
honeydews. 

1. Redleg Spiced Rum
Redleg Rum is named after the Red Leg 
Hermit Crab native to the Caribbean. 
Their secret blend of quality Caribbean 
rums is aged in old oak and infused with 
vanilla and ginger spices. 

THE DRINKS WE’RE DRINKING...
Beyond craft beer, gin and whisky, Flavourly.com is home to every bottle you’ll ever need and then some - all 
under one virtual roof. This month, we’ve been drinking a variety of drinks including revolutionary boxed wines 
and some very exciting rums.
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With over 350 craft beers available on our online bottleshop, working out where to start can be a daunting task. 
Well, we’re doing the hard work for you. Here are some of the coolest, newest and best beers available right now 
on Flavourly.com that you just have to try.

1. American Pale Ale, Merchant City Brewing
This tea-infused pale ale combines Cascade hops with flavours of 
orange and lemon peel to give an instantly refreshing bitterness. 
It’s great that we’re continuing to see Scottish start-up breweries 
producing such great beer.

A balancing act between the yeast 
and fruity flavour bomb of the hops, 
tempting the nose with the fresh tang 
of citrus and a well-balanced finish.

2. Tre Gamle Damer,  Austmann Bryggeri

Imagine Stay Puft, but with sacks of 
cocoa added to it. Roasty, sweet, sticky, 
creamy, with bags of chocolate just to 
round everything off. 

3. Chocolate Puft, Tiny Rebel

THE BEERS WE’RE DRINKING...

3

1

2
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Robust porter that’s smoothly irresistible 
and has a roast character which hints at 
rich coffee and dark chocolates, topped 
off with a burst of palate cleansing late 
American hops to finish. 

4. Elemental Dark Ale, Tempest
Saaz hops give a classically mild, citrus 
aroma, with a sweeter palate finishing it 
all off. Even to the most discerning beer 
drinker, this will live up to the pilsner’s 
nickname as the ‘King of Beverages’.

6.  Bedlam Pilsner, Bedlam 
This mahogany brew is rich with dark 
fruity aromas and an irresistible hint 
of caramel. It’s a well-balanced flavour 
combination of dried fruits, cherries and 
nuts.

8. Belgian Dubbel, Edge

A big, tropical IPA hopped with 
experimental Bru-1 Hops. Aromas of 
mango, cantaloupe and pineapple 
alongside a smooth, rounded mouthfeel 
and low bitterness.  

5. Birthday IPA, Five Points
Based on a famous Belgian style brewed 
by Trappist monks. A dark beer which 
contains no roasted malts, giving it a 
smooth taste. German hops provide a 
light spiciness and a mellow bitterness.

7.  Dubbel, Tickety Brew
Not for the faint hearted. Rich and 
deep with dark maltiness providing a 
base for the hop bomb of Chinook and 
Centennial. Caramel meets fruit with a 
hint of tobacco and twist of pine. 

9. Brass Knuckles. Edge

97 5
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Our bottleshop on Flavourly.com is home to some of the country’s newest, coolest and most unique craft gins 
that the gin renaissance has to offer. Liqueurs, flavoured gins, aged gins and, of course, classic London Dry gins, 
all of your gin-drinking needs are covered.

2. Passionfruit Gin Liqueur 
Riverside Spirits are makers of intensely 
infused liqueurs, handmade in Chesire 
using only the finest natural ingredients. 
Their Passion Fruit Gin Liqueur has an 
aroma and flavour profile to die for.

1. GinTing
Premium dry gin, hand-crafted in small batches and infused with 
passionfruit, mango and elderflower to create a bespoke, smooth drinking 
experience. Sippable over ice or tasty with a mediterranean tonic. Bursting 
with fruity flavour -  you won’t even need a garnish!

In 1947, a recipe was scribbled down on 
a scrap of paper. It vanished from the 
public eye, kept a family secret. Since 
then it has been tweaked for a modern 
palate - this is the unchanged original.

3. Pickerings 1947 Gin

THE GINS WE’RE DRINKING...

3
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2
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9. Porter’s Gin
This Aberdeen gin is named after 
Aberdeen University’s Professor Andrew 
Porter, the mastermind behind the 
distilling process. a hit of juniper with 
lots of citrus notes and a taste to match. 

5. Gin Eva
Gin Eva’s unique flavour comes from 
Mallorca juniper berries, botanicals and 
locally grown citric fruits. All ingredients 
are lovingly distilled in a traditional 
copper pot still on the island of Mallorca.

7. McQueen Premium Dry
This is a must-have in any gin-lover’s 
collection. Juniper is accompanied by an 
earthy, grassy feel. Vanilla swirls through 
the warming spice, while lime gives  a 
sharp lift and fresh feel.

8. Liverpool Organic Gin
This Liverpool born gin is made from top 
quality botanicals, certified as organic for 
the best of the best with each sip. Tonnes 
of aroma, lots of juniper on top of fresh 
citrus notes. 

6. Boe Superior Dry Gin
Winner of a silver medal at the World 
Gin Awards 2014, Boe is a classic London 
gin made with a careful combination 
of 13 botanicals. A high class gin with 
extraordinary balance and smoothness.

4. Apothecary Rose Gin
The roses used in this lifted and aromatic 
gin are freshly picked from the secret 
herb garden which adjoins the distillery, 
nestled cosily in the foot of the Pentland 
Hills just outside Edinburgh.

975
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1. Tobermory 10 Y.O
The Hebridean Isle of Mull is where the 
Tobermory distillery is based, creating 
their unique taste of the Isles. The 10 year 
variety oozes lots of rich aroma, filled 
with buttery richness and barley sugars

3. Deanston 12 Y.O Malt
Single malt. Matured for 12 years in ex-
bourbon barrels. Boasts a delicate taste 
of creamy sweetness, honeyed fruit and 
a gentle warmth. Crisp and satisfying 
finish with not even a hint of smoke.

5. Bunnahabhain 12 Y.O
The nose of Bunnahabhain is fresh and 
aromatic with a subtle whiff of smoke. 
The taste is of light fruit and nut leading 
to a malty sweetness, finishing into a rich 
full-bodied, lingering experience.

2. Bunnahabhain Ceobanach Malt
Ceòbanach means ‘smoky mist’ in Scots 
Gaelic. Nose of fragrant smoke and light 
tar, with an initial taste of sweet oak and 
seaweed with hints of pepper, orange 
and sea salt and a lingering finish.

4. Deanston Virgin Oak Malt
This beautiful malt is first matured in 
ex-bourbon casks from a family run 
cooperage in Kentucky, giving the liquid 
a wonderful zesty character. Finished in 
new oak barrels which add subtle spice.

6. Bunnahabhain 18 Y.O
A nose and a taste tells more than a 
description ever could. The aroma 
releases honeyed nuts and a slightly sea-
induced salty tang, followed by toffee, 
leather and a salt and sherry finish.

THE WHISKIES WE’RE DRINKING...
The wonderful world of whisky is a vast, diverse entity. Whether you’re thirsty for your first dram or a connoisseur 
planning on picking up the perfect bottle for your collection, the selection on Flavourly.com right now has 
something for every whisky drinker.  

642
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See you next time...

So long Virginia



Join Gin Discovery Club
Three craft gins, curated by experts, delivered to your door.
Each month, Flavourly’s top team of gin experts helps our community of gin lovers to 
discover the best small batch gins from the most exciting distilleries in the world. 
Each box contains 3 x 200ml craft gins plus mixers, a perfectly-paired snack and the 
exclusive Flavourly Magazine for just £35/month with FREE delivery.
Visit www.flavourly.com/gin/club to join today!


